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500g Toner Refill For
Samsung ML2160, ML2165,
SCX3400, SCX3405 (MLTD101S)
Price

14.00 £

Availability

Always in stock

Shipping time

24 hours

Product description
Product information "500g Toner Refill For Samsung ML2160, ML2165, SCX3400, SCX3405 (MLT-D101S)"
Model cassettes:
MLT-D101S
Compatible printers:
Samsung ML2160
Samsung ML2165
Samsung SCX3400
Samsung SCX3405
Performance:
65 grams - 1500 Pages
Scope of delivery:
500 grams black toner for Samsung
1x Funnel for a well directed refill of you Laser Toner Cartridges
1x Plastic glove
1x Disposable mask

This high quality refill toner powder has been specifcally developed for laser toner cartridges Samsung. By choosing this refill
toner powder you can be sure that there is almost no difference between the original printout and the one with the usage of
the refill one.
Each laser toner cartridge with reset chip has got a durability which depends on the reset chip ones. By changing this reset
chip it gets back its maximum print capacity.
This complete Refill Kit is not an original product and was not produced by the printer´s manufacturer. However, in tests it has
frequently surpassed the manufacturer’s original toner in efficiency and quality.

Please note:
This toner powder is not an original product and was not produced by the printer´s manufacturer. However, in tests it has
surpassed frequently the manufacturer’s original toner in efficiency and quality. With this bulk toner, you can save up to 90%
of printing costs, depending on your printer model.

If your device is not listed above and/or you are not sure which consumables fit it, please contact us and we will be happy to
assist you in choosing the right product. Although we make every effort we do not guarantee that published technical data do
not contain errors, which can not be the basis for any claims. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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The photograph may be illustrative. The given names are used solely for the purpose of showing compatibility, may be
reserved and belong to their owners. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners and used to determine their
compatibility. By buying in our online shop you accept the full terms and conditions contained on the website.
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